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NEW CELESTIAL COMMITTEES FOR THE UPLIFTMENT OF EARTH 

 

There is a golden fountain of light that has been energetically created in this room.  

Kindly place yourselves, and all the names just listed for healing, in this structure 

and receive its power, healing, magnificence, cleansing and expansive vibrations. 

(Pause) 

Deem yourselves worthy!  Most are taking in less than 30% of these magnificent 

healing energies.  Open up your structures and receive the light. (Pause) 

Blessings! 

(Sohrab shifts energies) 

Greetings! 

A series of celestial committees are being formed as we speak, to help facilitate 

Planet Earths move into the 5th dimension, with particular reference to the energies 

of this year…Feminine Empowerment. 

Each celestial committee comprises of a group of beings.  Some have had earth 

experience, by having taken incarnations on this planet several times over.  Others 

are Universal friends who simply desire to help and aid the committees, and Planet 

Earth, with their very potent frequencies. 

These committees come under general headings.  One deals with world politics, 

another is attempting to help streamline world finance, and yet another deals with 

the upgrade of technology.  There is a specific committee attempting to serve the 

medical community, and to help it make breakthroughs in finding new cures for 

diseases.   These are but a few examples. 

These beautiful committees will be working worldwide with all those under their 

purview.   The political committee, for example, with be working with all humans 



involved with politics and will attempt to create an energetic synergy between 

them, so that they begin to understand the needs of the collective, and start 

working towards world unity.  

These committees have to work very carefully, as they are not permitted to violate 

the free-will choices of those on earth.  In the case of a tyrant dictator or a greedy 

politician, they will work to influence him to work for and with the light; but they 

are not permitted to ‘wave a wand’ and change his free-will course. 

How they will work is this: they will attempt to fine-tune the connection between 

this politician and his own higher soul, so that he feels urged to follow his own 

guidance in a more focused manner.  At the same time, they will offer the 

politician’s consciousness guidance, support, higher wisdom, awareness and 

assistance; urging him to work for the light and for the people that he is serving. 

We would now like to invite all Lightworkers to consciously choose to be a 

member of one or more of these committees.  

To do so, you simply connect with your own higher soul, make your choices, and 

allow the frequencies of those committees to merge with you.  You will then get a 

sense of being a part of a celestial ‘round-table conference’.   

You have the right to express your opinion and state your intent.  You must then 

also open to downloads that are given to you by the committee, guiding you as to 

what to do as an active earthly participant.  

Now, you will naturally choose committees that have meaning to you. (Pointing to 

G) Yes, dear friend, there are specific committees working for Earth’s collective 

consciousness.  One with the human collective consciousness, one with the animal 

collective, and so on. 

There is also an ‘umbrella committee’ working for the overall upliftment of the 

Planet and her inhabitants.   We ask you to choose to join that as well; your input 

will be vital to it. 

Dear friends, do not sit back and wonder, “How will my individual contribution be 

of help?”  It will.   



Once you have made the intent to be a part of any committee, you will then 

instantly be infused with a portion of that frequency within your structure.   

These frequencies will then automatically urge you to spread energies and 

awareness in that area on Earth.  You will find yourselves speaking to others about 

this aspect, or enlightening them, or awakening them, or doing something physical 

and practical to help in that area. 

Do not hold back in fear, saying “I am not a public activist by nature”.  A lot the 

work will be energetic, which is as vital as another who has a public mission.  You 

will find yourself working in the manner most suited to your structure and 

personality.   There will be no coercion to do something that makes you 

uncomfortable. 

If you choose to undertake this work, you will also benefit tremendously.   You 

will find you gain heightened awareness in that area.  If you choose, for example, 

to join a committee dealing with streamlining worldwide business, you will find 

yourself more in sync with your own business.  You will find that you can generate 

more business for the self, receive more abundance in that area, work with the 

system better, and make the necessary adjustments to upgrade your enterprise, and 

so on. 

How many committees are there? 

Millions!  You think it, and it has been formed.  Each committee has numerous 

sub-committees.  The overall committee for technology has innumerable sub-

committees, each dealing with a different aspect of technology.  An astrophysicist 

may join a sub-committee that deals with that aspect of technology, and a motor-

bike enthusiast may choose to join a committee that deals specifically with this 

instead. 

Friends, please do not pass up this opportunity to serve humanity and to serve 

the self.   

You will notice, from now onwards, that during these meetings you will be urged 

to participate more and more, instead of just sitting back and listening to the words 

of the Masters.  You must now play an active role in the transformation of your 



planet from the 3rd to the 5th dimension.  Your energies are now so high and so 

adept that you must be co-creators of your own future. 

A person who is comfortable with meditation may find his committee work being 

done mainly in the meditative state.  Another person, who is action-oriented, will 

do his work this way.  We assure you that it will suit your structure. 

Be our spokespersons.  Hold these energies, benefit the self, and benefit Planet 

Earth in her magnificent transformation. 

I am still confused about the headings of the various committees. 

We assure you that if you can imagine it, it exists.  If you are an athlete interested 

in a particular sport, choose to join that particular committee. Help spread, refine 

and uplift the energies of that particular sport on Planet Earth. 

If you enjoy reading, join a ‘celestial book-club’ that deals specifically with topics 

that interest you.  You will then find yourself being drawn to new and exciting 

literature on Earth, and sharing your own knowledge in that subject with others, 

urging them to explore it further. 

If you find yourself concerned about the environment, with particular reference to 

your own city or neighborhood, choose to join a committee which deals with that 

in particular. 

Dear friends, some of these committees and sub-committees have already been 

Universally formed; yet others may be formed by your specific desires.  So if you 

envisage a committee that has not already been formed, your thoughts and 

frequencies will instantly gather together a group of souls who instantly form 

this committee, and aid you in this project.  You then become the founding 

member. 

Be as specific as you like.  Many in this room are healers.  So yes, join a celestial 

committee of healers. Then join sub-committees that deal with all your specific 

branches of healing.  Then also join sub-committees that deal with your branches 

of healing, with particular reference to your country or city.  Make you choices as 

detailed as you desire. 

 



Won’t this get too much for us, and dissipate our focus and energies? 

No.  You can never join ‘too many committees’.  Go beyond your three-

dimensional concepts of ‘how much you can handle at a time’.  The only thing that 

will limit you is your belief system.  If you believe you can; you can. 

 

Will our thoughts and actions be supervised by the committee? 

We cannot impose our thoughts or desires upon you, but we will offer you 

‘energetic fertilizer’.  This will urge you forward and will encourage you to think 

‘out of the box’.  It will help you gain confidence in your power and your abilities.   

But the choice to use this ‘energetic fertilizer’, or not, will still be yours. 

From time to time, with the permission of your higher soul, a thought or an urge 

will deliberately be instilled in you.  This will push you forward in an enthusiastic, 

dedicated and focused manner. 

Let us take the example of a scientist who has dedicated his life to finding a cure 

for a certain disease.  Let us also assume that he has always worked, not for greed 

or fame, but for the joy of the discovery itself and its worldwide benefits.   He will 

be given further implants, to spur him on to discover the cure this year. 

Yes, dear friends, during this year of Feminine Empowerment, there will be 

major breakthroughs in the area of science, technology and medicine.  Cures for 

major diseases will be discovered.  Cutting-edge technology will arise.  

Communication with Universal Friends will be facilitated.  All of this may not be 

made available to the general public during 2015, but it will be created and 

established. 

In the case of a committee dealing with Art, would the higher-soul energies of all 

the great Earthly artists like Michelangelo and Van Gogh automatically be a part 

of it?  

This committee would be comprised of many earth artists, both in physical and 

spirit form; Universal beings who work with the energies of art in an abstract form; 

and others in the spirit world who desire to add their energies to this committee, to 

facilitate the upliftment of this aspect on Planet Earth.   



Now, not every single artist who has passed over will choose to become a part of 

this committee, but many will.  There is a reason for this.  

An artist who has been on planet earth will have evolved a certain style.  After 

passing into spirit, he will have grown and evolved even faster.   He may choose to 

add his new frequencies to this particular committee, to facilitate new artistic 

breakthroughs on planet Earth.  An example of this?  Old Renaissance painters, 

after spirit evolution, facilitated the advent of pointillism and cubism in the Art 

world.  

Others, however, may choose instead to add their new artistic abilities to other 

committees, such as one dealing with modern engineering.  This, too, needs 

tremendous artistic creativity.  The choice will be theirs. 

Should we ask the appropriate committees to invite us to join them? 

Membership to any committee is dependent on your self-worth, and your certainty 

that you will be a valid and beneficial member of the group.  So there will be no 

external invitation; you must choose and co-opt the self into the committee. 

Dear friends, you may join any committee of your choosing.  You will be 

welcomed.  No one is too insignificant, unskilled or unworthy. 

You may even choose to daringly join a committee involved in a skill or area in 

which you have no official knowledge in this incarnation.  You must remember 

that in some existence, you are a master of that art.  Why not challenge the self and 

join a high-level mathematical committee? (Laughter) 

Can a person choose to join a committee that has a negative intent? 

No, dear friend, this structure is only based on the light.  Similarly, even if a person 

joined a political committee and attempted to use its frequencies for greed and 

personal gain, the energy connect simply would not happen.  These committees are 

purely those that enlighten. 

 

 



Could you please take us through an exercise to help us better understand how to 

join a committee? 

Yes.  Take a moment and choose any one committee that you would like to be a 

part of.  Identify only one for this exercise. (Pause) 

Now mentally inform the committee that you like to be co-opted.  Declare that you 

are worthy and perfect for this union.  Use any words that come to you.  (Pause) 

Now open the crown chakra, and allow these energies to flow into the body.  Feel 

or experience an energy flow.  Let it fill the physical body. (Pause) 

Now let these energies flow into your extended energetic structure, filling it as 

well. (Pause) 

Now visualize the committee energies in the Universe.  Let the delegates introduce 

themselves to you.  Some may be recognizable energies and entities; others may 

not.   Greet them, and allow them to welcome you. (Pause) 

Commit to being a joyous, active committee member on Planet Earth. (Pause) 

Commit to joyously receiving, now and in the future, the appropriate downloads 

from the committee, to benefit the self, Planet Earth and all her inhabitants. (Pause) 

And it is done.  It is as simple as this. 

Friends, your Masters and guides are all members of these committees.  Many are 

a part of numerous ones.  In all likelihood, if you are motivated to join several, and 

experience the same Master energies repeatedly, do not think you have ‘made a 

mistake’.  It would be so. 

Once you are a member, you have the divine right to use the committee energies at 

will, for the benefit of the self and all others.   

Be open to downloads.  They will come.  Some will feel channeled.  Others will 

come as thoughts and impressions.  Some may come as strong inner urges.  Do not 

ignore these thoughts, feelings and urges.  Act on them.  Share with others your 

knowledge, wisdom and expertise. 



Some of these committees deal exclusively with abstract concepts.  Enjoy them as 

well.  For example, there are committees that deal with self-confidence, or to 

heighten intelligence, or to overcome judgment, or to help instill self-

acknowledgment.  Use them as well. 

YOU ARE IN THE FREQUENCIES OF 101 MASTER ENERGIES TODAY.  

The spokesperson is THE MEHER BABA.  BLESSINGS. 

(Meher Baba continues to speak) 

So many ‘fans’ in the room today! (Indicating a newcomer) Come on! Get up and 

give me a hug. (She does so)  Yes, you were brought here today.  Don’t doubt the 

self! 

(Now addressing the group) Come on, open up your eyes and see me in his face 

and in his body! You can do it! (Pause) 

(Meher Baba now blesses the entire group, section by section, and the meeting 

ends.) 

                             ********************************* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


